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Games released by Coffee Stain 

Sanctum (2011) 

Sanctum 2 (2013) 

A Story About My Uncle (2014) 

Goat Simulator (2014) 

The Westport Independent (2015) 



Games released by Coffee Stain 
The release of Sanctum 1 and Sanctum 2 were extremely different 

●  We were already noticing a loss in discoverability when releasing Sanctum 2 
in 2013, compared to Sanctum 1 in 2011 

●  Sanctum 2 was released around the time when Greenlight became a thing 
●  Gut feeling was that people were more “reserved” when purchasing Sanctum 

2 compared to Sanctum 1 



Games released on Steam since 2011 

Early award winning indie games start going 75% off on Steam sales 
~2012-2013 
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Experiences from Steam 
Player quote: 

“I spent over 100 hours in Sanctum 1 with two of my friends - I can’t wait till the 
next time Sanctum 2 is on 75% off!” 
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40% of players never finished the first level in Sanctum 2 



Goat Simulator vs Sanctum 2 

The purpose of Sanctum 2 was to make the best hybrid FPS / Tower Defense 
game out there. The quality of the product was its strongest suite. “aaa” 

The purpose of Goat Simulator was to make the weirdest and most unique 
game we could possibly conceive. 
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The purpose of Sanctum 2 was to make the best hybrid FPS / Tower Defense 
game out there. The quality of the product was its strongest suite. “aaa” 

The purpose of Goat Simulator was to make the weirdest and most unique 
game we could possibly conceive. 

Goat Simulator was wildly more successful than Sanctum 2 
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Why is the market like this? 
Money isn’t the bottleneck for customers anymore, time is.  
Steam doesn’t have physical shelves = games don’t disappear.  
You’re now competing with all games ever released on Steam 



Why is the market like this? 
Money isn’t the bottleneck for customers anymore, time is.  
Steam doesn’t have physical shelves = games don’t disappear.  
You’re now competing with all games ever released on Steam 

Oh, and they are also 75% off :) 
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Making a radically different game gives you much better chances of 
success  
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How do you release a game in today’s market? 

Making a radically different game gives you much better chances of 
success  

This is because making something completely different bypasses a lot of the barriers 
on Steam right now, such as: 

People’s huge backlogs (Why buy something similar to something you already 
own and haven’t played?) 

Discovery - (Clustertruck!) 
Shareability - (unique games = great watercooler conversation starter) 


